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Winner of: 2015 Independent Publisher Book Awards, Silver Award, Popular Culture Stealing All

TransmissionsÂ is a love story. Itâ€™s the story of how the Clash fell in love with America and how

America loved them back. The romance began in full in 1977, when select rock journalists and

deejays aided the bandâ€™s quest to depose the rock of indolence that dominated American

airwaves. This history situates the Clash amid the cultural skirmishes of the 1970s and culminates

with their September 1979 performance at the Palladium in New York City. This concert was

broadcast live on WNEW, and it concluded with Paul Simonon treating his Fender bass like a

woodcutterâ€™s ax. This performance produced one of the most exhilarating Clash bootleg

recordings, and the photo of Simononâ€™s outburst that graced the cover of theÂ London

CallingÂ LP was recently deemed the greatest rock â€™nâ€™ roll photograph of all time. The book

represents a distinctive take on the history of punk, for no other book gives proper attention to the

forces of free-form radio, long-form rock journalism, or Clash bootleg recordings, many of which are

now widely available on the web. This story, which takes its title from the 1981 single â€œRadio

Clash,â€• includes original interviews with key figures from the New York punk scene.
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"Randal Doane&#39;s take on this chapter in music history is unique because he spoke to a lot of

people who were part of the wheel that rolled The Clash forward . . . This was a hungry young band

with righteous anger at social injustice and Randal captures that vibe that was so vital . . . before the

money started rolling in and muddied the waters for these dedicated punk rockers." â€”DJ Meg



Griffin, formerly at WNEW-FM and WPIX-FM, SiriusXM RadioÂ  "Doaneâ€™s account burns

through a three-year period (â€™79-â€™81) when a group of U.S. promoters, retailers, rock writers,

fans, and radio DJs endeavored to break The Clash in America. This culminated in the band, who

had been suffering from a nasty press backlash in their home country, being signed to CBS and

recording their artistic triumph London Calling."Â â€”Matthew Duersten, lamag.com "Thoughtful and

enthusiastic, if laudatory, this work examines the Clash through the lens of 1977â€“83 punk rock and

romanticizes the disenfranchised, alternative, DIY work ethic of the movement&#39;s

leaders."Â â€”Douglas C. Lord,Â Library Journal "Randal Doane has produced a superb account of

the development of one of the iconic punk bands and placed their career and legacy firmly in

context, not just of their time, but in the wider picture of the history of Rock." â€”Dave Jennings,

louderthanwar.com"With Stealing All Transmissions, Randal Doane documents with wit and verve

how The Clash leapt from the Westway to the USA in 1979 with the help of rock journalists and key

deejays in the States. It was an honor to work with The Clash back in the day, and a pleasure

revisiting those days through this book. Doaneâ€™s passion for The Clash and their comrades

resonates on every page of this dynamic read. Stealingâ€™s a must have for Clashophiles on both

sides of the Atlantic." â€”Dan Beck, former senior vice president at Epic Records,managing partner,

Big Honcho Media"Randal Doaneâ€™s Stealing All Transmissions: A Secret History of the Clash is

not the story I was expecting from the title. Thankfully. We have all read those books about artists of

all stripes (and zippers), from which we learn only about misery, malfeasance, and bad behavior.

But this is not that book. The Clash is at the center of the story, but the heart of it belongs to other

players. People drawn into the orbit who cared, who pushed both themselves and the band forward,

who took risks because they felt and knew they were seeing and hearing a revolution. The people

who were excited and inspired by the catalysts (The Clash), whose stories are integral to the core of

the bandâ€™s American journey, and fascinating to finally read about, all in one place. [...] Â Ladies

and gentlemen, please raise your glasses and cans to Messrs. Doane and Auguste. A triumphant

work from this unlikely Gang of Two." â€”Hugo Burnham, founder and drummer, Gang of Four,

associate professor, New England Institute of ArtÂ "Quite unlike anything else you&#39;ve read

about The Clash thus far...a unique take. . . . research is strong and well formulated. . . . perspective

provides such depth. . . . a great read." â€”The Clash Blog"Stealing is a must-read for music fans of

all varieties, for itâ€™s much more than a book about The Clash. With a captivating narrative and

well-written prose, Stealing makes sense of what happened to free-form radio and the DIY ethic of

punk, and deftly connects that history to the era of file-sharing and satellite radio. Donâ€™t miss this

book. Steal it if you must!" â€”Michael Roberts, author, Tell Tchaikovsky the News: Rock â€™nâ€™



Roll, the Labor Question, and the Musiciansâ€™ Union, 1942â€“1968Â "Doane&#39;s diligence and

scrutiny reminds readers about when inventive music, combative attitudes, and intelligent lyrics

mattered for millions of fans." â€”John L. Murphy,Â Spectrum Culture"Stealing All Transmissions is a

wonder of a book. Slim, yes, but nearly every page is filled with insight and originality. It sets a high

bar for the many more volumes that will undoubtedly be written about the Clash in the years ahead."

â€”Adam Ellsworth, artsfuse.org"Stealing All Transmissions distills one fanâ€™s decades of wide

reading, deep listening, and just plain thinking into a multi-faceted gem." â€”Kathy Shaidle,

pjmedia.com"Although The Clash are one of the most chronicled of punk bands, Doaneâ€™s history

stands apart, because it dwells on how the band found America â€“ and equally, how the music

business, media and ardent fans discovered them â€“ and forged a new landscape of popular

culture." â€”Big Takeover"Above all, the book helps explain factors crucial to any fanâ€™s

understanding and appreciation of this often most misrepresented of groups."Â â€”Kris

Needs,Â Record Collector

Randal Doane is an assistant dean at Oberlin College. He has published essays and articles on

music and aesthetics, illegal file-sharing, Ralph Ellison, Sigmund Freud, Brian Wilson, and Bruce

Springsteen, and blogs about the post-punk era at stealingalltransmissions.wordpress.com. He lives

in Oberlin, Ohio. Barry â€œthe Bakerâ€• Auguste served as backline roadie and drum tech for the

Clash from 1976 to 1983. He blogs periodically at thebaker77.wordpress.com. He lives in

Philadelphia.

Great read. Not so much about the Clash as a description of the context in which they flourished in

the USA. Free form radio, music label renegades and underground music writers inadvertently

teamed up and created fertile ground for 'the only band that matters' to become legends.

Writing on rock is a tricky business -- many have been wrecked in the narrows between the Scylla of

academicism and the Charybdis of mere fandom. Doane knows these waters well and strikes a tone

that passes unscathed. There is new research here, great detail and social criticism, as well as

humor, erudition, and a deep sense for the music itself and the scene it both engendered and

reflected. The most interesting aspect of the book relative to other works on the Clash is its focus on

the dynamics of free-form radio and the disseminating power of critical punk writing on punk. A

cultural moment is captured here -- and thought through in its ramifications for the current

sonic-cultural conjuncture. If the Clash ever mattered to you, punk, go read it.



Doane's book skillfully traverses the fine line between the formal study of culture (e.g., as a scholar)

and the lived experience of culture (e.g., as a fan and participant in punk subculture. Stealing All

Transmissions is thus a brilliant analysis of the synergistic forces of cultural production and

audience reception, in which free-form FM radio deejays, critics, and fans coalesced to pave the

way for the emergence of the Clash as a bona fide revolutionary phenomenon and an articulation of

widespread discontent with the tired monoculture of mainstream American corporate rock (and

radio) in the mid- to late-1970s. Doane brilliantly chronicles the inner workings of the music, radio,

and rock media industries (social-structural factors), which combined to set the stage for the

emergence of punk onto the American scene, and for the rise to prominence of the Clash in

particular. But Doane's book is also inescapably cultural. It is a celebration of the Clash's music as

an authentic expression of disaffection, rebellion, and empowerment that resonated with renegade

deejays, critics, and fans alike. The book is thus a must-read for any serious fan of the Clash. At the

same time, Stealing All Transmissions is a cogent and informative analysis of how a musical

subculture emerges within a specific social-historical context, and thus constitutes a valuable

contribution to the sociological study of popular music.

Great book

I can't give less than four stars ..because this is the clash..But...I'm in the UK...and got this ahead of

publication in the UK.I guess the content will make more sense to US folks ..of a certain age...who

knew the various DJ's and radio stations which are discussed.There isn't really a lot of Clash stuff in

there...but a few pics worth having! in Black and White. It is a kind of disjointed text...easy to

read...but a bit here and there...a bit more detail about the record company execs who wouldn't get

behind the US tour....and got the cold shoulder from the band...Spotted one factual error....Joes last

gig before he died wasn't the Acton gig...but a Liverpool show.One for the Complete Nutter Fan

(Like me)Over and Out......

If you are really into the Clash and interested in how radio stations operated in the late 70's/early

80's (especially in NYC), it is interesting. Otherwise, there are better Clash books out there.

A good run down on the Clash and there state side impacts. A lot more on NY radio than was

interesting, WXX this and WYYY that. It also fell into the trap of asserting radio and vinyl was better



and internet and MP3 inferior when time and technology moves on for a different experience with

each generation. Well written and researched.

This brought back many memories. There are some very funny moments. Good story, good

backstory, good amount of crazy Clash antics, and Sid Vicious were he alive would be nice and

pissed about it.
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